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Abstract

In this article, a software for image indexing and retrieval is presented. The classification proposed

here is based on the dominant color(s) of the images. The process consists in assigning a colorimetric

profile to the image in HLS space (Hue, Lightness, Saturation). First, the definition of hue is done

thanks to a fuzzy representation to take into account the non-uniformity of colors distribution. And then,

lightness and saturation are represented through linguistic qualifiers also defined in a fuzzy way. Finally,

the profile is built through fuzzy functions representing the membership degree of the image to different

classes. In order to improve the performances i.e. to define more accurate profiles, we propose to consider

zones of pixels, instead of pixels individually. Those zones can be constructed thanks to an edge detection

algorithm. A sample of pixels is chosen inside a zone to determine the color of the zone. According to

the detected dominant colors, such a software may be used to classify indoor/outdoor images for example,

or harmonious/disharmonious images . . .

Key Words: Color image classification, image profiling, dominant colors, fuzzy membership functions.

1. Introduction

Image retrieval is an important problem that is useful in many fields [1], [2], [3],[4]. In medical applications,
it is important to retrieve images in order to help medical expert forecasts, for example. Another example
lies in web content detection: Hammami et al. classify images in determining whether they contain a lot of
skin texture or not in order to detect adult and sexual contents [2].

There are several works on image classification based on the determination of a similarity degree
between images. This kind of classification can be done through several technics, for example: statistical
approach like Support Vector Machines [3], [5], [6] and fuzzy logic [7], [8], [9]. Barla & al address the
problem of classifying images by exploiting color and illumination features, using histograms intersection.
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The histogram intersection is used as a kernel function for SVMs and allows one to classify images by
similarity of histograms [5]. Another approach is presented by Wang & Du: they propose an algorithm for
indexing and retrieving images based on region segmentation, and they also compute similarities between
images in order to classify them [10].

The aim of our work is not to make a classical classification but to retrieve images according to their
dominant(s) color(s) expressed through linguistic expressions, and in the future, to adapt the classification
to the user sensibility, since color perception is often very subjective.

In the field of medical applications, the work we detail in this article can be used to propose a
general methodology to classify medical images sets or sequences in order to help medical expert forecasts
and analysis, like tumors detection, for example. In industrial applications such as cosmetics it can be
interesting to work on skin color to help the make-up manufacture. Another example lies in advertising
where our process can help the business man to find more easily and quickly the image that corresponds to
his selection criteria.

In the process we propose, profiles are assigned to images and depend on the quantity of pixels or
region of pixels that belong to color classes.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 explains about our choices for color spaces while section
3 is devoted to the problem of color representation where fuzzy membership functions are used. In section 4
we focus on the profile determination for each new entry (image) in the database. Some improvements are
proposed in section 5: an edge detection and a division in zones can be performed on each image to refine
the search for the dominant color. Finally the software we have developed is presented in section 6 with
screen captures and section 7 concludes this article.

2. Color spaces

To represent colors, the most common color space is probably the RGB space, where the three primary colors
Red, Green and Blue take their values between 0 and 1 or between 0 to 255. The lack of color (“black”

color) is symbolized by the triplet (0,0,0). On the other hand the point (255,255,255) corresponds to the

maximum of color, i.e. the “white” color. The representation of the colors in this space gives us a cube (cf.

figure 1).

blue

magenta

red yellow

green

cyan

white

black

Figure 1. The RGB space.

This space is widely used in color histograms where the pixels are distributed on the three axes R, G
and B. Many classification methods compute the similarities between histograms to determine a similarity
between images [11].
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However with this kind of histogram it is difficult to define a membership degree to a given color, for
example how to define an “orange”? Or a “navyblue”?

Such questions lead us to favor another kind of spaces that permit to identify directly the color i.e.
with only one dimension, instead of three as with RGB space. HLS space (Hue, Lightness, Saturation) is a
space that characterizes the color directly thanks to its hue. Indeed hue is enough to recognize the color,
except when the color is very pale or very somber. In this space saturation corresponds to the quantity of
“white” in the color and lightness corresponds to the light intensity of the color. Thus, the identification of
color is made in two steps : first H, then L, S.

Besides, it is to notice that various models of color representation use also a “two-step” identifica-
tion of color. For example, Aron Sigfrid Forsius, Pantone Matching System, RAL (ReichsAusschuß für

Lieferbedingungen und Gütesicherung), Munsel, ISCC-NBS (Inter-Society Color Council - National Bureau

of Standards), etc. [12] use at first a color description by means of the hue then a refinement through the
saturation and the lightness.

The HLS space can be represented through a cylinder or a bi-cone (cf. figure 2). The hue H is an

angle, it means that its definition interval loops (0 and 256 are the same points). The “pure” red ((255,0,0)

in RGB space) corresponds to an angle equal to 0 for h , a saturation s equal to 255 and a lightness l equal
to 128.

Green Yellow

Red

MagentaBlue

Cyan

Figure 2. The HLS space.

In our work, we limit ourselves to the nine fundamental colors defined by the set T representing a
good sample of colors (dimension H) :

T = {red, orange, yellow, green, cyan, blue, purple, magenta, pink}

T corresponds to the seven colors of Newton [13] to which we have added color pink and color cyan,
that are included in the rainbow color set.

3. Color Representation

Another important point about spaces is the problem of uniformity of the scale. HLS space is quite convenient
for our problem but it is a non UCS (uniform color scale) space [15]. Indeed our eyes don’t perceive small

variations of hue when color is green (h = ±85) or blue (h = ±170) while they perceive it very well with

orange (h = ±21) for example.

Thus to model the fact that the distribution of colors is not uniform on the circle of hues, Truck et al.
propose to represent them with trapezoidal or triangular fuzzy subsets [16]. Several other works have been
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done in the field of non uniformly distributed scales: for example, Herrera and Mart́ınez use fuzzy linguistic
hierarchies with more or less labels, depending on the desired granularity [14].

Similarly, [16] associate colors with fuzzy sets. Indeed, for each color of T they built a membership

function varying from 0 to 1 (ft with t ∈ T ). If this function is equal to 1, the corresponding color is a “true

color” (cf. figure 3). The linguistic colors definitions used in this process comes from www.pourpre.com.

For each fundamental color, the associated interval is defined according to linguistic names of colors.
For example to construct fyellow , one can use color “mustard” whose hue is equal to 55 and whose

membership to fyellow is equal to ±0.5.

For some colors, we obtain a wide interval. It is the case for the colors “green” and “blue” which are
represented by trapezoidal fuzzy subsets.

We have used in this work the same fuzzy representation of colors, except that we state that two
functions representing two successive colors shall have their intersection point value equal to 1/2. It means
when h corresponds to an intersection point it can be assigned to both colors with the same weight.

H

f

21 43 85 128 170 191 213 234 2550

1
red orange yellow green cyan blue purple magenta pink red

Figure 3. The dimension H.

A trapezoidal fuzzy subset is usually denoted (a, b, α, β) (cf. figure 4) and when the kernel is reduced

to one point, it is a triangular subset denoted by (a, α, β) since a = b [17].

a- α a b b + β

1

α β

Figure 4. Trapezoidal fuzzy subset.

Let us now define the membership function of any color t :
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∀t ∈ T , ft(h) =



1 if h ≥ a
∧ h ≤ b

0 if h ≤ a− α
∧ h ≥ b+ β

h− (a− α)
α

if h > a− α
∧ h < a

(b+ β) − h
β

if h > b

∧ h < b+ β

For example, for t = orange we have a triangular subset with (a = 21, α = 21, β = 22) :

forange(h) =


0 if h ≥ 43
h

21
if h < 21

43− h
22

if h ≥ 21

For t = green we have a trapezoidal subset with (a = 75, α = 22, b = 95, β = 33) :

fgreen(h) =



1 if h ≥ 75
∧ h ≤ 95

0 if h ≤ 43
∧ h ≥ 128

h− 43
22

if h > 43
∧ h < 75

128− h
33

if h > 95

∧ h < 128

To complete the modelization, it is necessary to take into account the two other dimensions (L and

S). Each colorimetric qualifier is associated to one or both dimension(s). To facilitate the process, each
dimension interval is divided into three sub-intervals: low value, average value and strong value. Thus, we
obtain six “one dimension-dependent” qualifiers and nine “two dimension-dependent” qualifiers [18] denoted
by Q .

Q = { somber, dark, deep, gray, medium, bright, pale, light, luminous }.
Figure 5 shows the nine “two dimension-dependent” qualifiers.

somber

gray

pale light luminous

medium

dark

bright

deep

L
255

170

85

0

0 85 170 255 S

Figure 5. Fundamental color qualifiers.

Each qualifier of Q is associated to a membership function varying between 0 and 1 ( f̃q with q ∈ Q).
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As for the hues, the intersection point value of these functions is also supposed equal to 1/2 (cf. figure 7).

Thus, every function is represented through the 3 dimension-set (a, b, c, d, α, β, γ, δ) (cf. figure 6).

L

S

c - γ

d + δ

d

c

a - α a b + βb

f

βα

δ

γ

Figure 6. Trapezoidal 3-D fuzzy subset.

The membership function of any qualifier q is defined below :

∀q ∈ Q , f̃q(l, s) =



1 if a ≤ s ≤ b
∧ c ≤ l ≤ d

0 if s ≤ a− α ∨ s ≥ b+ β
∨ l ≤ c − γ ∨ l ≥ d+ δ

l− (c− γ)
γ

if c− γ < l < c

∧ αl− γs ≤ αc− γa
∧ βl + γs ≤ βc + γb

(d+ δ) − l
δ

if d < l < d+ δ

∧ βl − δs > βd − δb
∧ αl+ δs > αd+ δa

s− (a− α)
α

if a− α < s < a

∧ αl− γs > αc− γa
∧ αl+ δs ≤ αd+ δa

(b+ β) − s
β

if b < s < b+ β

∧ βl + γs > βc + γb
∧ βl − δs ≤ βd − δb

For example, for q = somber we have (a = α = 0, b = 43, β = 84, c = γ = 0, d = 43, δ = 84) :
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f̃somber(l, s) =



1 if s ≤ 43
∧ l ≤ 43

0 if s ≥ 127
∨ l ≥ 127

127− l
84

if 43 < l < 127

∧ l > s
127− s

84
if 43 < s < 127
∧ l ≤ s

255212127430

0

43

127

212

255

S

L

f

1

Figure 7. Dimensions L and S.

Of course, black, gray and white colors were also taken into account, i.e. were associated to fuzzy
membership functions: fblack , fwhite and fgray . It is to note that these “colors” (we shall call them

non-colors) are completely defined through the spaces L and S because they don’t contain any hue (h is

undefined). When l becomes very low, the color turns to white. When l becomes very high, the color turns
to black. When s becomes very low, the color turns to gray. Inside the gray color we define three qualifiers:

dark, medium and light that are associated to fuzzy membership functions: f̃dark , f̃medium and f̃light (cf.

figure 8).

For example, for t = black we have (a = α = 0, b = 255, β = 0, c = γ = 0, d = 15, δ = 10) :

fblack(l) =


1 if l ≤ 15
0 if l ≥ 25
25− l

10
if 15 < l < 25
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dark     medium    light

Gray

f

L

S

1  -

WhiteBlack

Figure 8. Black, gray and white

4. Image profiling

We just saw the step of data fuzzification (colors and qualifiers) and the step of classes partitioning. These
two steps were required before the image processing itself. The aim is now to construct an image profile
containing interesting features of the image. These features are related to the nine colors, three non-colors
and the nine qualifiers which are now partitioned in fuzzy classes (cf. figure 9). For each pixel of the image we
can determine the values taken by the various membership functions of the categories. For each category the
value obtained corresponds to the ratio between the sum, on all the pixels of the image, of the membership
functions values and the number of pixels, which gives a quantity between 0 and 1. This quantity is the
membership degree of an image to the given class.

+ 3 non-colors

12 classes 9 sub-classes

qualifiers (L,S)

through a profile

Hue, Lightness, Saturation

HLS space

9 fundamental color

one or several classes

Fuzzy Representation

9 fundamental colors (H)

Every image is represented

Every image is assigned to

Figure 9. Image processing.
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The membership degree of an image to a certain class is defined as follows:
Let I be an image and P be the set representing the pixels of I . Each element p of the set P is

defined by its color coordinates (hp, lp, sp). p can be one pixel or a set of pixels. We can calculate the

functions ft(hp), f̃q(lp, sp) for t ∈ T and q ∈ Q . Let Ft and F̃t,q be the following functions, representing

the membership degree of I to the classes t and (t, q):

• ∀t ∈ T , Ft(I) =

∑
p∈P ft(hp)
|P|

• ∀(t, q) ∈ T ×Q, F̃t,q(I) =

∑
p∈P f̃q(lp, sp)× gt(hp)

|P|

with gt(hp) =
{

1 if ft(hp) 6= 0
0 else

Every image is defined by a profile of 96 elements ( |T |+ |T ×Q|+ |{black, white, gray}|+ |{gray} ×
{dark,medium, light}| = 9 + 81 + 3 + 3). A profile can be presented as follows: [Ft(I), F̃t,q(I)]

Figure 10 shows the profile of an image and the relationships between the various membership
functions. We denote Q1 = {dark,medium, light} , Q2 = Q r Q1 and NC = {black, white, gray} , with

q1 ∈ Q1 , q2 ∈ Q2 , c ∈ T ∪ {gray} and nc ∈ NC r {gray} , NC standing for “non-colors”.

Image (I)

Fgray FcolorFnc

eFc,q2eFc,q1

Figure 10. Profile with fuzzy membership functions of an image.

An image can be assigned to several classes, there are 96 classes, 12 principal : Ct with t ∈ T ∪NC ,

and 84 subclasses which correspond to a refinement of the research: C̃t,q with (t, q) ∈ T ×Q∪{gray}×Q1 .

As shown in figure 10 the classes can be represented through a tree with father-son relationship, the

classes Ct with t ∈ T can be considered as fathers and the classes C̃t,q with (t, q) ∈ T × Q as their sons.

Let us denote:

• F ∗(I) = maxt∈T (Ft(I))

• F̃ ∗t (I) = maxq∈Q(F̃t,q(I)) ∀t ∈ T , and for t = gray, q ∈ Q1

An image I will be assigned to:

• the classes Ct if Ft(I) ≥ F ∗(I) − λ , ∀t ∈ T ∪NC ,

with λ a tolerance threshold.
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• the classes C̃t,q if Ft(I) ≥ F ∗(I) − λ and F̃t,q(I) ≥ F̃ ∗t (I) − λ , ∀(t, q) ∈ T × Q ∪ {gray} × Q1 .

Thus, an image can be assigned to several classes, and it is forbidden to assign an image to a subclass
if it is not already assigned to its father class.

5. Improving the processing

We know that the position of the pixels and/or the digitization and the compression sometimes alter the
perception and the nature of the color image. This aspect is not taken into account in the presented
processing.

In fact we have identified two main problems that shall be discussed:

1. Pixels around the edges are frequently aberrant (cf. figure 11) [19].

Figure 11. Edge detection and “noise pixels” around an edge

2. We can have aberrant pixels due to the digitization or compression in uniform perceived zones (cf.

figure 12).

Figure 12. Uniform zone
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So we must eliminate all the “edge-pixels” before the processing. The edge detection method we apply
is the “canny algorithm” [20] which uses the gradient method. Gradient methods detect the edges by looking
for the maximum and minimum in the first derivative of the image, while Laplacian methods search for zero
crossings in the second derivative.

There are at least three possibilities to determine all the uniform zones thanks to an edge detection,
and then assign to each one a dominant color (cf. figure 13).

• We can compute a sub-zone representing the center of gravity C of the zone and affect as the dominant
color of the zone the average color of the pixels belonging to C (cf. figure 13(a)).

• We can choose to randomize two or three sub-zones. The dominant color of the zone is the average of
the average colors (cf. figure 13(b)).

• We can randomize a subset of pixels in each zone and the average is computed directly on the pixels.
I.e. the dominant color is the average color of the subset (cf. figure 13(c)).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 13. Three different ways to determine the color of a zone

6. The application

6.1. Software architecture

Each image is represented through its previously defined profile and these data are stored in a database
(cf. figure 14). It helps us to optimize the exploitation of these information and it permits to make the
processing faster. We associate a table for each kind of classes, one representing the 9+3 principal classes
(table “Image-hue”) and another for the subclasses (table “Image-qualifier”). Two other tables (“Hue”,

“Qualifier”) will facilitate any modification of the sets T and Q .

The software is divided into two sections, the first one corresponds to the processing (i.e. construction

of the image profile) and the insertion of the images in the database while the second one corresponds to

the exploitation of this database through requests with linguistic terms (cf. figure 15).

The image processing aims at building its profile. In the first section, one can select and display the
image to be inserted in the database. Once the image is inserted the software displays all the stored images.

In the second section, the user of the software has the possibility of carrying out research on two
levels. The first one corresponds to the nine fundamental colors (dimension H), the second one to the nine
color qualifiers.
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Image ID
name
size
image

Image

Image ID
Hue ID
Qualifier ID
Fhue, qualifier(I)

Image-
hue

Image ID
Hue ID
Fhue(I)

Image-
qualifier

Qualifier ID
qualifier-name

Qualifier Hue

Hue ID
hue-name

** 1 1

1..n

1..n

1..n

1..n

1..n

1..n

~

Figure 14. Class diagram of the database.

New image in the
database

Image processing and
determining its profile

Database

Searching for images

Definition of the search
criteria

Figure 15. Human-computer interaction.

Indeed, once the Hue is selected, the user has the possibility to refine his request by specifying a color
qualifier. For that, it is enough for him to choose one proposed in the list, or to click on the corresponding
zone in the image.

Two other kinds of requests are handled: the first one allows us to retrieve B&W and gray-level
images (in this case, H is not considered), and the second one allows us to retrieve images with more

than one dominant color. One-color requests can be successively added (composed) to obtain a multi-color

request. For example, figure 16 shows the images whose dominant color is “luminous blue” (left) and the

images whose dominant colors are “luminous blue” and “somber green” (right).

The classification obtained with this software is useful at, at least, two levels. In the first level,
a classification by dominant color helps to find more easily an image, since color is one of the features
that the human brain remembers the most [21]. In the second level, that should be called a “meta–level”,

this classification may become more meaningful since it allows a discrimination such as harmonious/non–

harmonious images, indoor/outdoor images . . . i.e. a discrimination based on color exclusively. Defining a
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Figure 16. Multi-color query.

set of usual harmonies, such as 2–color, 3–color, mono–color . . . harmonies, it is easy to determine whether
an harmony is more or less present in the image or if it is not.

6.2. Results

For the validation of our software we considered two approaches. The first one uses a color image database
containing a description of the images by keywords and the second one compares our sofware to an existing
online image retrieval system based on the image content (STRICT) [8].

1. First of all, the choice of image database is important to validate the software. We have used a color

image database containing a description of the images by keywords, like “the color”: the ImageBank1.
Two rates were calculated, the first one represents the number of images selected by our software and
fitting the query, i.e. the number of images “well-classified” (according to ImageBank), and the second
one, the number of images fitting the query but not selected by our software. The former must be high
and the latter low.

On a total of 1000 images we have obtained the following results: 89.7% for the first rate and 16.4%
for the second rate (cf. table 1).

# images # “well-classified” images # images not selected
1000 897 164
Rates 89.7 % 16.4 %

Table 1. The validation results

The reason why 103 images are not “well-classified” and 164 images are “not selected” is due to the
subjectivity of the classification of ImageBank (IB) experts. Our software permits to associate more
dominant colors to an image than the IB does. Indeed, IB experts associate usually at most two
color-keywords. Moreover, the naming of the colors is very subjective: for example, an expert may

1http://creative.gettyimages.com/imagebank/
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call a dark pink what another expert may call a magenta. This perception also depends a lot on the
neighboring colors in the image: e.g. a yellow on a black background may not be perceived the same
way than a yellow on a white background. This problem of perception is handled in section 6.3.

2. We also used an existing image retrieval system based on the image content (STRICT2) to validate
our software. This system retrieves images according to fuzzy similarity measures of an image query
[8].

We used a free database (Washington-GreenLake), and selected an image image query (cf. figure 17,

Image (1)). This image has two dominant colors blue and green. The STRICT system retrieves 20

images according to this image query with a decreasing similarity degree (cf. figure 17).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

(11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

(16) (17) (18) (19) (20)

Figure 17. Images selected by STRICT.

18 of these images are considered as blue and 16 as green by our software (cf. table 2).

Colors Blue Green
Images not selected by our software (14), (18) (10), (13), (15), (17)

Table 2. Comparison with STRICT

2http://strict.lip6.fr
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Using our software, six images don’t fit the STRICT selection. Indeed, the image (14) is considered
as “cyan” in our software, which is not “blue”. But, as in the first validation approach, this can also
be handled through the learning process (cf. 6.3). For the other (five) images the aim of STRICT
system is to retrieve images similar to an image query according to the region content. That is why
our software doesn’t agree with STRICT in these cases.

6.3. Towards a learning process

The handling of the perception would be an interesting improvement of our software. Indeed, the presented
method is pixel-dependent while the retrieval must be perception-dependent. We know that each user has
his own perception of colors according to his eye sensibility [22].

As in [23], we propose an intelligent learning process for a colorimetric application. We memorize the

“meaning” of linguistic expressions associated to the colors (cf. figure 3), according to a certain learning
process. The use of a graph where the nodes represent the modified colors and the branches the linguistic
modifiers (such as “much more”, “a bit less”, “a few less”, etc.) permits to store the updated knowledge

and its associated nuance [23].

For example, the linguistic expression “much more” can be learnt as being “a bit more” in the process
if the user wishes to change “much more” into “a bit more”.

The number of chosen colors can be changed and it is possible to delete or insert a given color. The
definition of the fundamental qualifiers (cf. figure 5) can also be changed.

One can also alter the different membership functions. A recent version of the software proposes the
user to modify the function parameters through linguistic modifiers used in [23], “green a little bit more
bluish” instead of the initial green.

7. Conclusion

The main originality of our work lies in the proposition of a color image profile according to the fuzzy
representation of colors.

A data mining process must include at least two parts: Knowledge Discovery and Assignation
Procedure. Knowledge Discovery is a very important step because it allows the representation of the objects
to be handled, i.e. to be classified or to be retrieved.

In order to define the dominant color of an image, we assume that we must summarize all pixels
according to their values. In our work, these values are originally represented by fuzzy membership functions
of nine fundamental colors, three non-colors and nine color qualifiers. This procedure permits to define the
color image by 21 features. So we introduce by this structure a new representation of knowledge: a color
image is represented by a vector, each image feature corresponds to a vector component.

The Assignation Procedure determines in a fuzzy way the class(es) to assign each image. The main
idea of our model is to “fuzzify the pixels” in order to represent the image features. The results are very
satisfactory for several databases. The learning phase related in the improvements is in test phase.
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